Abstract. The new wave of computer-driven entertainment technology throws audiences and game players into massive virtual worlds where entire cities are rendered in real time. Computer animated characters run through inner-city streets teeming with pedestrians, all fully rendered with 3D graphics, animations, particle effects and linked to 3D sound effects to produce more realistic and immersive computer-hosted entertainment experiences than ever before. Computing all of this detail at once is enormously computationally expensive, and game designers as a rule, have sacrificed the behavioural realism in favour of better graphics. In this paper we propose a new Collision Avoidance Level of Detail (CA-LOD) algorithm that allows games to support huge crowds in real time with the appearance of more intelligent behaviour. We propose two collision avoidance models used for two different CA-LODs: a fuzzy steering focusing on the performances, and a geometric steering to obtain the best realism. Mixing these approaches allows to obtain thousands of autonomous characters in real time, resulting in a scalable but still controllable crowd.
Introduction
Our work contributes to the Metropolis project: an interdisciplinary effort involving computer graphics, engineering and neuroscience researchers aiming to develop a multisensory Virtual Dublin populated by scalable crowds with a high level of realism. Building on earlier work [1] , the project is aiming to simulate large, scalable crowds while optimising the level of variety in animation, appearance and sound. Most relevant to our work, are the objectives to: architectures); the user level (i.e., from single user to massively multi-player); and the crowd level (i.e., thousands of people simulated in real-time).
• Increase the realism of these large crowds of people by adding variety in animation, appearance and sound, driven by perceptual models and metrics.
• Add real meaning to the simulations by endowing individual crowd members with appropriate, sentient behaviours that are based on cognitive and sociological models.
• Optimise the computational and memory resources necessary to achieve these realtime multisensory displays and ameliorate any consequential anomalies by applying principles of human perception and exploiting human perceptual limitations.
We have been investigating several ways in which to simulate plausible behaviours that take context into account [2] . In this paper we describe a candidate methods for simulating the navigation behaviours in Metropolis. Our aim is to push away the crowd behaviours' computational limitations without sacrificing the animation's realism and interactivity. We first propose in Section 2 a modular autonomous agent architecture focusing on the human's ability to move, and introduce the notion of Collision Avoidance Level Of Detail (CA-LOD). In Section 3 we detail the fuzzy steering model that is used as a fast but unrealistic CA-LOD. In Section 4 we propose another CA-LOD which improves the realism at the expense of the computation performance. Then in Section 5 we evaluate the performance of each CA-LOD, and propose an extrapolation of the possible mixes to simulate huge crowds in real-time. We finally conclude in Section 6 and present the promising future work for the presented framework.
Related Work
Animating large crowds of people in real time requires to address many problems: designing the simulation (either the virtual environment or the population), rendering the environment and the crowd, simulating the crowd behaviours, and animating the population to reflect its actions. Solutions to the rendering bottleneck are now well known, either by reorganising the scene-graph for efficient culling to improve static environments rendering [3] , or by introducing graphical LODs to improve the rendering of specific objects [4] . Specific solutions to crowds rendering also exist to greatly reduce the number of polygons to render each agent by applying pre-rendered textures to simple shapes using impostors or similar techniques [5] . All of these solutions focus on the computation done by the GPU while letting apart the behavioural algorithms which are generally executed by the CPU.
Indeed, animating hundreds to thousands people in real time requires at least simulating their movement in the environment. Animation oriented solutions exist, such as crowd patches [6] that define areas with pre-generated animations which can then be connected to create a large environment. Nevertheless, this kind of solution does not fit to game applications for two reasons. First, this method is too restrictive concerning the manageable environments which must fit to the input patches. Second, the crowd cannot be controlled in real-time to handle users' interactions, for example to adapt the autonomous agents' trajectories in order to avoid the player's agent. Another method, combining simulation and graphical LODs [7] , allows for more crowd reactivity but still constrain the behaviours variety by pre-computing possible paths between a limited set of starting / destination points.
To handle the need for highly reactive and varied crowds, the behaviours can be managed using a microscopic simulation model where each agent is endowed with its own decision abilities [8] . The decision can be divided in two main categories. First, the high level behaviours manage the agent's mid term goals and select its immediate action by using a script, a set of rules, or even decision networks [9] . An optimisation of this decision layer, called LOD-AI (for LOD Artificial Intelligence), consists in limiting the decision process for the agents which are far from the camera [10] . Second, the low level behaviours manage the agent's ability to move thanks to two complementary mechanisms: the path planning which globally evaluates the movement through the static environment to reach a defined target; and the collision avoidance which locally adjusts the movement in order to avoid dynamic obstacles while following the previously computed path. When considering large crowds of people, both of these mechanisms are computationally critical. The path planning, which highly depends on the environment's scale, can be improved by using a hierarchical evaluation [11] . The collision avoidance is generally evaluated in games by fast rule-based algorithms [12, 13] that allow simulating very large crowds but with poorly convincing behavioural results: wall crossing or late adaptation, mainly because of the difficulty to simultaneously handle multiple potential collisions with static and dynamic entities. A geometric approach [14] enhances the produced trajectory realism at the expense of the computation time, by applying cognitive principles, such as anticipation, while considering all the obstacles at the same time. The particle based approach [15] is more used for high density simulations and is less adapted to animation because of the oscillations in the produced movement and the lack of anticipation in the decision.
We propose in this paper a novel approach focusing on the improvement of the collision avoidance computation performance and realism. The proposed model takes place as a specialised LOD-AI, called Collision Avoidance LOD (CA-LOD), and is integrated to a modular autonomous agent architecture. We then define three CA-LOD represented by a special level without collision avoidance, and two levels of increasing complexity and realism.
Overall Approach

The Simulation Model
We propose to simulate crowds of people using a microscopic simulation model. Thereby, each virtual human composing the crowd is represented by an autonomous agent endowed with individual decision abilities. As shown in Figure 1 , the first decision mechanism represents high level behaviours which select the agent's destination and desired speed. This decision layer will be left apart as it is out of the scope of this paper.
The next mechanism is the path planning, that analyses the environment's topology in order to produce and update the path to the selected destination. The environment description we use is based on a Delaunay's triangulation [16] , thus the path planning produces a set of edges to traverse in order to reach the destination (see Figure 2(a) ). Then, a complementary process, called visual optimisation, analyses the produced path to extract the optimal direction of movement, resulting in an overall path smoothing as shown in Figure 2 (b).The triangulated path given to each character as its primary navigation instruction handles all of the static obstacle avoidance, and in general the animated characters follow this visually optimised path directly. Because the path is directly derived from the geometry it does not take dynamic obstacles (other moving characters) into account. We therefore need to augment this system with an obstacleavoidance module.
Our agent architecture is analogous to the classic robot stack architecture [17] . As can be seen in Figure 1 , the collision-avoidance module needs to operate as a closed system that, in only those special conditions where collision-avoidance is necessary, overrides movement instructions from the visual optimisation layer. The entities to avoid, i.e. the walls and other agents, are retrieved using a perception algorithm that dynamically extracts the visible elements depending on the agent's direction and field of view as well as the surrounding topology. Finally, the collision avoidance mechanism provides the final direction and speed of movement that are used to animate the agent and to compute its new position. To conclude, we propose an autonomous agent model managing the human's ability to move. This model allows individual decision, thereby taking into account individual factors such as the destination, the desired speed, or even different preferences for path planning [11] . Moreover, the modularity of this model, with well identified communication between several independent mechanisms, allows one component algorithm to be changed while keeping the entire architecture functional.
Obtaining a Scalable Model
In order to simulate very large crowds it is essential to achieve the best computation performances. Because the collision avoidance algorithm is highly dependent on external conditions, it needs to be refreshed with a relatively high frequency compared to the other behaviours. This fact, combined with the cost of the algorithm itself, results in a computation bottleneck for large crowds simulation.
The modular nature of our agent architecture gives us some flexibility in terms of the algorithm used for collision-avoidance behaviour. We propose three different collision avoidance models, assigned to three successive levels of detail of increasing computation performance and decreasing realism (Figure 3 The resulting movement is time consistent as other entities' moves are anticipated, providing a high level of realism. LOD 2 (medium). Our fuzzy logic model only takes into account one potential obstacle at a time. It uses a rule table to quickly make decisions and smoothly interpolate movement instructions. The resulting movement is collision free for low densities of people, but can result in interpenetration for higher densities, providing a restricted level of realism. LOD 3 (low). The lowest level of detail removes the collision avoidance. This method simply applies the input speed and direction, resulting on an exact path following with agents inter-penetrations, providing a poor level of realism.
In the same way as for geometric LOD algorithms, the Collision Avoidance Level Of Detail (CA-LOD) can be chosen depending on the distance to the camera (Figure 3(b) ): the larger the distance to the camera, the lower the CA-LOD; the same principle may be applied for angular distance to the camera direction.
With CA-LODs we propose a novel crowd simulation model, allowing very large crowds to be simulated while keeping precise control over the simulated agents. In the following sections, we detail the collision avoidance models needed for the two higher CA-LODs outlined above, and we present a preliminary comparative benchmarking of these systems. 
Fuzzy Steering
We have made use of fuzzy controllers extensively in our previous work [18, 19] . Fuzzy logic has been employed by other agent simulations for its flexible nature -easily expanding to accommodate more complex input variables [20] . Our fuzzy controller in the Metropolis traffic simulation is a two-component system comprising a route-following controller and a dynamic obstacle avoidance controller; these systems are counterbalanced and roughly follow a route of way-points whilst simultaneously avoiding static and dynamic obstacles. To adapt this for our crowd-navigation system, we are using the obstacle avoidance component to only handle special cases where dynamic obstacle avoidance is required. Fuzzy logic allows us to represent a partial truth, or imprecise values between completely true and completely false. This gives us a mechanism for discriminating imprecise or changing data into a small group of overlapping fuzzy sets. From this foundation we can create very simple judgement-based reasoning, or fuzzy inference, to deal with complex real-world data; mimicking human decision-making. Fuzzy Logic systems require very little computational overhead, and can also produce smooth transitional outputs. Fuzzy Logic is therefore an ideal candidate for modelling human behaviour in large-scale, real time simulations. In Figure 4 we consider an example scenario where an agent controls a character that is facing up the page. There are two obstacles nearby; Obs.0 and Obs.1. We have classified the environment into three overlapping sets for distance (NEA, MED, and FAR), and angle from current heading (NAR, MID, and WID). Obs.0 is outside our maximum range of consideration, and is thus ignored, Obs.1 is our nearest obstacle and straddles both NEA and MED distances, and is in-between both MID and WID angles. In this case we evaluate all four combinations of rules, and blend the results together -weighted by the degree of membership in each of the distance and angle sets. This blending or aggregation allows us to smoothly transition between each rule and provides us with very smooth curves of motion that then require no motion postprocessing before animations can be applied.
The obstacle-avoidance system considers the change in heading angle and distance to the nearest obstacle. Both of these systems classify the real inputs into overlapping rough sets, where they can be classified in human terms for a quick look-up-table type decision. The mapping of these inputs is designed so that a series of rules will progressively move the subject character away from its route, avoid the obstacle, then finally return to its route. Figure 4 illustrates this scenario, and shows the range of distances and angles used as input. Table 1 provides our design for fuzzy input set mappings. We produce fuzzy sets for classifying (or fuzzifying) real inputs into our rough sets, which are illustrated in Figure 5 . Because we want to represent a range of different characters with the same fuzzy system, we have expressed our outputs in terms of a characters's maximum velocity (v max ). The steering adjustment outputs are also expressed relative to the characters's current speed; such that resultant movement vector of the character is to some extent scalable, and we can expect similar rates of turn at different speeds. Fuzzy Output set mapping functions for speed and steering are illustrated in Figures 6 (a) and (b) , respectively. The labour-intensive task is then to design fuzzy rules. These map all of the different combinations of fuzzy input values to fuzzy outputs. Whilst we can manually tune these rules to produce a satisfying output for one particular character, the fuzzy systems need to be recalibrated for every character with different performance characteristics or physical dimensions. As we wish to simulate a large variety of characters, this task becomes a serious constraint-based problem which we are tackling in our ongoing works by way of an automatic-calibration and self-training system [21, 22] . Our initial rules are provided in Tables 2(a)-2(b). We note that not all of our output sets have been used in these rules, and that there is certainly scope for designing or evolving more balanced rule-sets.
Once all of the rules have been evaluated we use an aggregation centre-of-gravity function to merge the outputs for each system. Equation 1 gives us the aggregation function for velocity. To obtain the real output defuzzified velocity (v de f uzz ) we take the membership values (mem i ) for each fuzzy output set (from ZER to TOP) that we evaluated with our FAMMs, multiply each by its set centre value (v i ) (from Figure 6) , Table 1 . Fuzzy Input Term Definitions for obstacle avoidance. An optimisation here is that we are only considering angles from the current heading of a character, on one side. We simply flip the same fuzzy sets over to evaluate obstacles on the other side of the character -this then requires half as many fuzzy sets and simplifies calculation. . 6 . Fuzzy Output Value centres for obstacle avoidance desired speed as a factor of maximum speed and steering adjustment; a modifier. The defuzzified output speed factor will be multiplied with the character's top allowable speed to produce a desired speed as a crisp number. The steering modifier is subtracted from the route-following steering factor. Table 2 . 3x3 Fuzzy Associative Memory Matrices (FAMMs) for Desired Speed (a) and Steering (b). These tables are the core of the fuzzy system, and express the rules that match each possible combination of fuzzy input angles and distances to a fuzzy output. We can see that if an obstacle is a near distance at a mid-range angle then we will travel at a very slow speed and make a medium turn away from the obstacle. This system provides a very fast rule look-up sum the result together, and finally divide this by the sum of all of the centre values.
Geometric Steering
The geometric steering model avoids collisions based on the following assumptions:
-Resolving collision avoidance consists of selecting the instantaneous speed and direction of movement; -The selected movement must take into account the static and dynamic obstacles, as well as the desired movement of the entity; -The selected movement must be as consistent as possible through time, avoiding decision oscillations.
The proposed model is similar to the potential fields because it merges multiple collisions sources in a single representation. Nevertheless, our model adds two major advantages by allowing individual reasoning and subdividing the environment in a more accurate way than with grids (which are commonly used for potential fields). Three successive steps are necessary to take the optimal movement decision:
1. Construct a local geometric representation of the agent's surroundings, merging information about the static and dynamic obstacles while computing area potentials; 2. Extract from the previous representation the area with the best potential, considering the environmental constraints and the agent's desired movement; 3. Constrain the agent's movement by the movement allowed in the previously selected area.
Even if this approach is based on our previous work [14] we have improved this technique, notably considering the way to construct the temporary representation. Let us now detail each computation step.
The Local Geometric Representation
The local geometric representation subdivides the agent's surrounding in quarters storing the movement's constraints for a direction interval (Figure 7(a) ). The following data are stored for each surrounding quarter SQ:
The angle interval. [θ 0 ; θ 1 ] defining the range of directions covered by the quarter.
The time interval. t defining the time range [R t ; R t+1
] with R t = 0 if t = 0 k t otherwise corresponding to the quarter data; the time range follows an exponential scale to obtain a more precise subdivision in the near future while allowing long time prediction (we use k = 2 in our simulations). The repulsion speed. Sr ≥ 0 defining the maximal allowed speed to avoid collisions. The attraction speed. Sa ≥ 0 ∈ defining the minimal necessary speed to avoid collisions. The potential factor. F which scores the quarter's attractiveness for the agent's next move (the lower the best); we will see later that this factor reflects the agent's effort to avoid a collision in this quarter.
Initially, only one quarter exists with the following values: [θ 0 ; θ 1 ] = [0;2π] which covers the entire agent's surrounding; Sr = Sa = undefined which is a special value meaning that the quarter does not constrain the agent's speed; F = 0 which is the neutral potential value; and t = undefined. When a new quarter SQ n is inserted, the existing overlapped quarters SQ o are intersected to produce the appropriate subdivision, and their data are updated based on these rules:
Static obstacle subdivision. We propose two subdivision methods, one for the static obstacles (typically walls) and the other for the dynamic obstacles (other agents). The static obstacles are subdivided in quarters around the projected point P 0 of the agent's position (Figure 7(b) ). The subdivision follows an exponential step on the same way as the exponential time intervals. Defining [AB] the obstacle segment and S re f the agent's desired speed, each subdivision point P i is obtained by the following formula:
The successive pairs of points (P i ; P i+1 ) are used to compute each quarter SQ i ; if both points are not on the segment [AB] they are ignored; if one point is not on [AB], the corresponding quarter's angle is replaced by the external tangent to a circle with the same radius as the agent and centred on the corresponding segment's extremity. Finally, each quarter's internal data are computed on this way:
• t = undefined because neither quarter corresponds to predicted data, but only to a geometric subdivision.
• Sr i = → P re f P i − R re f with P re f the position of the reference agent.
• Sa = ∞ because the obstacle cannot be crossed.
• Figure 7(c) ). A predicted position P t is computed for each time value t > 0 by P t = P 0 + k t−1 . → V nhb . Then, each pair of successive position (P t ; P t+1 ) is used to configure a quarter SQ t : the angles are the outside tangents from the reference agent's position P re f to the circles defined by P t and P t+1 with a radius R sum = R nhb + R re f . Each quarter's internal data are computed on this way, assuming Dmin t = min{ → P re f P t ; → P re f P t+1 } and Dmax t = max{
• t is the value used to compute the quarter.
Selecting the Best Movement Area
Once all the surrounding obstacle have been processed and merged into the geometrical representation, the best movement area can be obtained by selecting the quarter with the lowest potential factor. In order to take into account the agent's desired movement direction θ re f , an additional direction change factor F d is computed. The relative importance λ ≥ 0 of the direction change toward the speed change is then applied in order to obtain the finally compared factor F f = F q + λ.F d Fig. 8 . Direction-change factor computation
The direction-change factor reflects the agent's effort to deviate from his optimal trajectory (Figure 8) . It is sensible to a maximal allowed direction change 0 < θ max ≤ π, which can be configured depending on the agent's physical constraints for example. Defining θ SQ the angular distance between a quarter and D re f (which may be null if the quarter encloses D re f ), the direction-change factor is computed this way:
Final Movement Decision
When the best surrounding quarter is selected, obtaining the final movement is trivial. The collision free direction is the nearest direction to D re f that is covered by the quarter. The final speed S f in is computed based on the selected quarter's data, thanks to this algorithm:
Lines 1 − 2 manage the case where the agent's movement is not constrained, allowing the desired speed. In the other case, the necessary deceleration (l.3) or acceleration (l.4) are computed. The less constraining option is then chosen (l.5), resulting in a slower (l.6) or faster (l.7) speed.
Results
The proposed virtual human model has been implemented into a crowd animation tool called Metropolis. This tool is used to animate huge crowds of people, with a final objective to simulate Dublin city in real time with highly capable virtual humans. Each collision avoidance model has been tested in Metropolis, but the LOD selection algorithm is still a work in progress.
We have run series of tests with each collision avoidance model to obtain their respective performances, allowing us to have an indication of the benefit to mix these models in the final CA-LOD framework. These experiments only take into account the behavioural computation, the rendering being deactivated to not influence the results. Each agent is randomly generated in a navigable area of the Trinity College virtual environment (approximately 2km 2 ), and pick a random target in the same way (which is renewed when reached). Figure 9 shows the performances obtained on an Intel Core2 Quad Q8200 2.33GHz. These results are an average of four simulation runs during fifteen simulated minutes. For convenience, each test is represented on the left with the required real time to compute an agent during one simulated second, and on the right with the corresponding expected simulated agents in real time. These graphs show that the no-steering model has a relatively constant computation performance whatever the number of simulated agents, because it does not take into account the agent's neighbourhood. This model displays the maximal computation performance we can expect from the CA-LOD model. The fuzzy-steering model is approximately 35% slower, with a small influence of the total number of simulated agents, mainly because this model only takes into account one near neighbour at a time. The geometric-steering model is 75% slower than without steering, with also a small influence of the overall number of simulated agents because part of the input is the topology which is unchanging.
Finally, an extrapolation of the possible repartition between the models to obtain real time performances is shown in Figure 10 . The expected performances are very good, allowing thousands of agents to be simulated even in single thread with hundreds of agents using the best CA-LOD. 
Conclusion and Perspectives
We have presented in this paper a novel framework for autonomous agents involving Collision Avoidance Levels Of Detail. Our objective is to propose a highly scalable model while maintaining the simulated crowd controllable to allow interactive applications. Three CA-LODs of increasing complexity are proposed and described: the deactivation of the steering behaviour for the worst case; a fuzzy steering only taking into account one obstacle for the medium case; and a geometric steering with anticipation over all surrounding obstacles for the best case. An evaluation of the computation cost for each collision avoidance model is finally done, from which we extrapolate the possible repartitions between the models in order to obtain real-time performances on a reference computer. The obtained results allow to foresee real-time applications with huge interactive crowds. Future work will first focus on the evaluation of different strategies allowing to choose each agent's CA-LOD. Indeed, we want to propose a model capable of choosing the optimal repartition between the CA-LODs in order to maintain real-time performances while achieving the best visual realism. To do so, perceptual studies will be done in order to evaluate the areas where each collision avoidance model can be used to obtain the minimal realism loss. Then, an algorithm will be proposed to automatically choose the best repartition based on the dynamic analysis of the simulation performances. We envisage to use a genetic algorithm in order to automatically configure the best repartition based on measurable criteria, such as the number of non-avoided visible collisions with respect to the camera distance. Another perspective concerns the extension of the number of managed CA-LODs, for example by limiting the inputs of the geometric steering to a maximal number of neighbouring obstacles. Finally, we plan to extend this approach to handle on the same decision basis all the possible level of details for an autonomous agent, such as other LOD-AIs, animation LODs, or geometric LODs.
